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Abstract
Small group collaborations emerge in online peer-production systems as participants self-organize work activities around shared goals and interests. WikiProjects—emergent, persistent collaborations among Wikipedia editors—can serve as living laboratories for the study of complex sociotechnical factors related to group success in these environments. In this proposal I outline a research agenda designed to identify the role of local, global and contextual dynamics in the trajectories of different WikiProjects over time. This research has implications for the design of CSCW systems to support voluntary, distributed online collaboration.

Introduction
Research on the implementation of groupware systems in organizations [3] has demonstrated that in order to be successful, groupware must not only support the goals, needs and common tasks of individuals, but also support group-level processes, provide group-level benefits, integrate with local values and practices and facilitate group success within the context of the group’s parent organization, broader community and their infrastructures. Supporting group collaboration in purely online work environments presents additional opportunities and challenges. For example, in voluntary online collaborations, groups often experience a high degree of goal-setting autonomy and freedom to shape their tools and practices to their own needs. However, these same groups may also struggle to maintain productivity, retain and recruit members and respond to internal and external change in part because they lack the external incentives and the support infrastructure of other working environments.

As with more traditional work groups, the success or failure of an online volunteer team such as a WikiProject can seldom be to reduced to a single variable. Each WikiProject is a complex system composed of people, tasks, tools and their relations; each project also is embedded within the larger system of Wikipedia that contains other projects, people and processes with which it constantly interacts.

Theory and Methods
Small Groups as Complex Systems (SGCAS) [1] is a theoretical framework for understanding the complex, dynamic and adaptive properties of working teams. SGCAS unites insights from social psychology, sociotechnical theory and complex systems theory to
facilitate identification of both individual variables that shape group processes and outcomes and the patterns that emerge from interactions among those variables. SGCAS recognizes three basic levels at which variables affect group dynamics: the local, global, and the contextual. In this project, I will analyze differences among WikiProjects over time at these three levels in order to identify variables and dynamic patterns that lead to or reflect individual projects’ success or failure. I will use a mixed-methods approach that combines interviews with current and former WikiProject members, content analysis of WikiProject pages and member discussions, and quantitative analysis of behavior traces in order to model differences among projects and changes within projects over time.

**Research Questions**

In this project I first address questions related to the suitability of WikiProjects and SGCAS to my research agenda. Specifically, I argue that a) WikiProjects are an appropriate setting for the study of voluntary online collaboration, b) SGCAS is a productive framework for studying WikiProjects, and c) current approaches to studying WikiProjects and Wikipedia do not account for important phenomena related to WikiProject behaviors and outcomes.

Next, I identify a set of goals, characteristics and success metrics that are common to all WikiProjects. Then I articulate a set of research questions that address the role of local, global and contextual dynamics on project outcomes, and describe the research methods I will use in each investigation.

Research questions include:

- How are shared values communicated within projects, and how are values conflicts resolved?
- How does tool use address (and reflect) member needs and project goals over time?
- How do different projects recruit and socialize new members?
- How do projects negotiate boundaries and share resources with other projects?

**Research Contribution**

Previous research has demonstrated that SGCAS is a productive framework for identifying sets of salient design requirements in CSCW systems. However, there is little research that evaluates how to deploy different research methods using SGCAS; that applies SGCAS in voluntary, distributed peer production systems; or that systematically compared the structures and strategies of multiple, parallel self-organized groups within the same online environment over time. The research agenda I describe here outlines a set of research questions and a mixed-methods approach for identifying patterns of group activity among WikiProjects which lead to positive group outcomes such as sustained productivity, new member socialization and persistence over time. These findings should yield generalizable insights into the design and organization of online collaborations beyond Wikipedia.
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